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Delivering unrivalled productivity 
and performance the FSX Burnisher 
is a robust machine, perfect for the 
commercial cleaning environment. 

With more areas in use 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week such as hospitals and retail 
environments, the need for round the clock 
cleaning has increased.

Daytime Cleaning

The Victor FSX Battery Burnisher has no trailing power 
leads allowing safe cleaning at any time of day and thanks 
to Victor’s charging technology that delivers the ability to 
opportunity charge the machine.

Onboard Charger

The Victor FSX has an onboard charger so simply plug 
the machine into the nearest socket for charging without 
having to search for the right connecting cable.

Battery Protection System

Victor’s unique battery protection system helps protect 
the machine in two ways. Firstly, it provides discharge 
protection preventing the battery from over discharging to 
prolong battery cycle life. Secondly, the charger detects 
when the battery is full to prevent overcharging and 
associated thermal problems. 

Floating Pad Drive

The fully fl oating and fl exible pad drive allows the machine 
to work with the contours of the fl oor for a consistent result.

Simple to use Pad Retainer Mechanism

The FSX Burnisher features the same pad retaining 
mechanism as the Lynx machine. No tool is required to 
change the pad simply twist off the pad retainer to remove 
the pad and screw back on to replace.

Passive Dust Collection System

The FSX features a passive vacuumation system that 
silently picks up dust created by the burnishing process as 
well as small debris on the fl oor.

Modular Design for Simple Servicing and Maintenance

The FSX has been designed to be serviced easily in the 
Victor tradition, with parts easily accessible and quick to 
change.
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The Victor FSX battery burnisher offers ultra speed burnishing, 
excellent battery performance and dust collection to leave your 
floors in fantastic condition.

The Victor FSX has no trailing power leads allowing safe cleaning at 
any time of day.

The on board charger and charging cable gives you the flexibility to 
charge the machine at your nearest socket.

The passive dust collection picks up dust and small debris without 
creating noise pollution.

The FSX also features an isolation key that operates as an extra layer 
of safety to prevent tampering or use by unauthorised personnel.

Applications

Hard floor burnishing 

Advantages

Daytime cleaning
On board charger
AGM batteries for performance
Isolation key to prevent tampering
1350 rpm for a better finish
Robust design to cope with tough use
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VR-BB450 FSX Battery 
Burnisher

12 2 4.5 120 850 60 450 3 62.6


